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RW Bro Alexander was installed as D.
D.G.M. At the annual Communication
of the Grand Lodge of Alberta, held in
Edmonton on June 9th 2008.
RW Alexander, from Beacon #190, is
well known throughout the District and
is looking forward to visiting all of the
Lodges in the District carrying the
Grand Master's message of “PACE.”
“PACE, translated means Positive Action Creates Enthusiasm. It
works: but only if it is tried. Nothing will work unless we try it.
"Positive" translated to brain storming and lots of ideas.
"Action" translated: try it, push it -- or tear it apart.
"Creates": an enormous amount of ideas, thoughts that are sometimes
silly but there are no bad ideas just some are better than others -- but
everybody contributes.
"Enthusiasm": I'll tell you for sure, once you get this feeling in your
Lodges, nothing, I say nothing can stop you. It has been proved in
business all over the World. It's not new but when we have tried this
process and it starts to work we have can be as great as the Power behind us.
But I'll tell you true, it won't work unless we try it.”

RW Bro. Ray Congdon, of Beacon #190, was appointed VW
Bro. as Grand Historian, a position he takes over from VW Bro.
Bob Ross of Britannia (have to
keep it within Central District).
Bro. Congdon has the formidable task of bringing the updated
version of the History of The
Grand Lodge of Alberta to print.
We wish him every success in
this endeavor.

We also have two new Stewards in
Central District, namely, VW Bro.
Charlie Cutforth from Britannia #18
and VW Bro. Earl Giebelhaus from
Kitchener #95. Its great to see a strong
representation from Central District.
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VW Rick Nigg, Kenilworth #29 has
been appointed Grand Piper North.
Editor’s note: Bro. Nigg is currently
experiencing medical problems and we
wish him a speedy recovery.
Picture is borrowed from a Masonic Forum Bro. Nigg manages at:
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Board Of
Benevolence
Elected for a two year
term.
W.Bro. Hugh Robinson , Mountain View
#16
RW Bro. Ed Whitenett,
Kenilworth #29

All Central Alberta Lodges can now be found on
the World Wide Web. Why not drop by for a visit.
District Deputy Grand Master
http://mastermason.com/Beacon190/ddgm.htm

Innisfail #8
www.mastermason.com/Innisfail_8/home_page.htm

Eureka #10
www.mastermason.com/Eureka10
Red Deer #12
www.mastermason.com/Beacon190/Red%20Deer%
2012/index.html

Quad Lodge Installation of Officers:
60+ Masons attended the 1st Quad Lodge Installation Of Officers, hosted by Red Deer #12 on
June 12th. The ceremony was very capably directed by W Bro. Blain Newton, assisted by
members of Red Deer #12. The General Charge
was flawlessly presented by RW Bro. Herb Keith
of Kitchener #95.
Picture from the left;
• RW Bro. John Alexander DDGM,
• W Bro. Wayne Armishaw, WM Eureka #10
• W. Bro. Mitch Thompson, WM Red Deer #12
• VW Bro Don McFayden, WM Kitchener #95
• W. Bro. Rick Williams, WM Lochearn #151
• W. Bro. Blain Newton as Installing Master
Best of Luck in the coming year Brethren

Mountain View #16
www.mastermason.com/mountainview16/
Britannia #18
www.mastermason.com/Britannia18_Ponoka/
Apollo #27
www.mastermason.com/apollolodge27/
Kenilworth #29
www.mastermason.com/Kenilworth29/
Kitchener #95
www.mastermason.com/Kitchener95
Lochearn #151
www.mastermason.com/Lochearn151/
Beacon #190
www.mastermason.com/Beacon190/
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Red Deer Masonic Library
- Year in Prospective
The Red Deer Masonic Library has seen a great
year when you consider we
are a small library looking to
slowly expand. The 2007
planning committee has composed of W.Bro. Mitch Tompson (Red Deer #12),
Bro. Jeb W Carroll (Kenilworth #29) and W.Bro
Terry Balgobin (Beacon #190). That committee has
this far overseen the donation of over 40 new books
to our library and a major fundraising event which
raised over $1,800!
The RDML wishes to have a major fundraiser every year which will raise $1,000 plus dollars, this year it was a first class scotch whiskey tasting. Many central district brothers joined us at the
Red Deer Temple to taste 6 different first class
whiskeys, two of which were so rare there were no
more than 30 bottles in Canada. The evening included door prizes, silent auction items and a remains of the day auction were brothers bid on rare
bottles of Scotch. This evening raised over $1,800
for us which has allowed the committee to purchase
new materials such as Freemason documentary
DVD’s and a multimedia projector and surround
sound system for all Masonic bodies to use at the
Red Deer Masonic Temple.
The upcoming projects of the committee are
to catalogue all the books we have and make a list
available on-line for you to browse from home.
Also we wish to begin a book review program
where brothers can read book, review it and the
share that review in their lodge and on-line. I think
the upcoming year will be a great one with many
advancements for the library.
FYI the library has several very special Red
Deer Masonic Library custom glasses which are
awarded to those brothers who contribute to the library vie donations, book donations or providing
book reviews.
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Report on Central District Lodges 2006—2007
The “Preliminary Report” for the 102nd Annual
Communication carried the following report on Central District: “Most all Lodges in this District involved with their communities.
Not many new Masons but hope
for the future. Good visitation
in place.”
The following is the report as
submitted to Grand Lodge by the
DDGM, RW. Bro. Tomas R.
Clark.
All lodges have shown excellent
support to the DDGM this past
year. Degree work in all lodges is
done very well. Memory work within lodges varies
from lodge to lodge but overall most try not to read
unless absolutely necessary.
INNISFAIL LODGE # 8
• Lodge has moved to new building, paying condo
fees, still struggling to finish Lodge Room
• Lodge is very active with the same few members
• Probably recycle the same officers for the next
year
• No new candidates on the horizon.
• Financially secure
• Active within Central District, Good attendance
and visitations.
EUREKA # 10, Lacombe
• Very Active Lodge, High profile within community,
• Good Attendance at Lodge meetings
• Very Active within Central District
• Financially Secure
• Youthful Slate of Upcoming Officers
• Good support from Past Masters
RED DEER # 12, Red Deer
• Very active lodge with young members - Wor(Continued on page 4)

Bro. Jeb W Carroll.
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shipful Master is under 30 yr. old.
Lodge Finances In Good Shape
Active around Red Deer and with other Lodges
Good Attendance by members
High profile within community

MOUNTAIN VIEW # 16, Olds
• Struggling for new members although one new
candidate will be voted on in May.
• Lodge Hall seems to be hard on the financial
picture of the Lodge
• Lodge officers being recycled
• Good support from other lodges
• Active within community and Central District
BRITANNIA # 18, Ponoka.
• Very Active Lodge within Central District and
throughout entire community
• Good Attendance at Lodge Meetings
• Excellent degree work, 3rd Degree Team very
popular within District
• Will return same slate of officers for next year.
Voted to have officers sit for 2 yr. term.
• Financially Sound
• Very active within Central District
APOLLO LODGE # 27, Stettler.
• Lodge has high profile within community
• Good Attendance by members
• Good mixture of young and older members
• Good Financial Condition
• Degree work Done Very Well
• Well Run Lodge With Past Masters
KENILWORTH LODGE # 29
• Very Active Lodge within Red Deer and Central
District
• One of Two Canadian Rite Lodges in Central
District
• Excellent Degree Work
• Very good slate of young eager and enlightened
members
• Financially Secure
• Great Support From Past Masters
KITCHENER LODGE # 95, Rimbey
• Very Active Lodge within Central District and
Community
• Good social program
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Jr. Warden very eager with some good ideas for
the lodge.
Financially Secure
Meet in Legion Hall, Only rent to pay. Good cooperation with Legion.
Good Degree Work

LOCHEARN LODGE # 151, Rocky Mountain
House
• Relying on Past Masters for most offices
•
Excellent Degree Work Whenever Needed.
• New Candidate to be Initiated in May. Raised
another in April
• Lodge Finances in Excellent Condition
• Rely on guests to fill chairs at most meetings.
• Working on methods to raise profile within
community.
BEACON LODGE # 190 Red Deer
• Very Active Lodge within community and Central District
• Leader in computer technology for entire District
• Degree work is done very well, Just raised 4
Brethren
• Lodge in good Financial Position
• Many young members eager to take offices.
• Well Run Lodge By Young Members with Support From Past Masters
My Father Was a Mason
Picture Book created by
Lochearn #151 - now available
as a calendar covering the Masonic Year from July 1st 2007 to
June 30th 2008. This calendar
includes meeting dates for all craft Lodges in the
District plus the AASR in Lacombe, Royal Arch in
Stettler and the Red Deer Shrine Club.
Cost $20.00 US—Proceeds to Masonic Charities.
To purchase a calendar go to the DDGM web page
and click on the orange Lulu button
http://mastermason.com/Beacon190/ddgm.htm
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Beacon #190 Annual Masonic Zoo Cruise
3 hour cruise on Sylvan lake,
Includes a steak / chicken BBQ & cash bar.
Sails at 7pm
main pier at south end of beach (opposite A&W Restaurant)
$20/person - Max. 40 tickets
Contact: Bro. Curtis Bouteiller 403-302-3400

Central Masonic District Campout & Fellowship
Hosted by Lochearn #151—
#151—Rocky Mountain House
Come for the weekend
Bring Family & Friends
Friends & Musical Talents!
Friday Evening: Meet & Greet, Bonfire & Sing Along
Saturday: Horseshoes, Visiting, (Fishing at Prairie Creek),
Potluck Supper & more Campfire Entertainment.
Sunday: (Tentative) Church Service 10 a.m. Farewells
Directions: Approximately 20 miles west of Rocky on Secondary
Highway # 752 First house on south side of highway, past the gravel pit, after the
rail road tracks. Watch for signs!!
In case anyone wants more information, or gets lost!!??
Call Tom Clark at
at 403403-729729-2340 cell; 403403-845845-0478

Annual District Golf Tournament
Hosted by Kitchener #95
Rimbey Golf Course
Stay tuned for details - will be posted on the DDGM web page
but mark your calendar
Challenge: Rimbey would like to see a min. of 36 golfers - works

District Meeting
Freemason Hall, Red Deer, AB
Check the DDGM web page

www.mastermason.com/Beacon190/ddgm.htm
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Out going TPGM
Ill Bro. Andy Jones
Incoming TPGM
Ill Bro Grant Dixon
Last years winners and this years hosts
for the District Golf Tournament.
Kitchener #95
September 8th Rimbey Golf Club
Check the DDGM web page for details as they
become available

AASR annual
wind-up meeting
and BBQ
- the only way to
dress for a Lodge
meeting.

RW Bro John Alexander presenting a Masonic Higher Education Bursary to:
Teegan Oulton, a student in Olds Jr-Sr High School.
She plans to enter the University of Alberta where she will
study engineering.

Editors Note: Any more pictures of Masons making a difference in
our communities??? Why not share them?

W. Bro Bob Cantwell, Beacon #190 offers the following as his favorite web site to visit and explore:
Masons of California

http://www.freemason.org/

Mitch Thompson, Frank Albo & Jeb Carroll.
Approx. 60 Masons & guests gathered for dinner and a
presentation by Frank Albo , author of “The Hermetic
Code”, to discover the hidden secrets in the Manitoba
Legislative Building.

Bro. Jeb Caroll of Kenilworth #29 & Red Deer
#12 offers this You Tube site as a spoof on Freemasonry
Sealab2021
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3l86ugOGv6o
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Learning & Memorizing Ritual
By Wor.Mark Waks
Hammatt-Ocean Lodge, Saugus, MA
ritual@waks.org

Ritualist's Corner
One of the problems that most often plagues Masonry is poor ritual. By this, I don't just mean getting the
words wrong -- I mean ritual that is drab and uninspiring, which fails to actually *teach* a candidate. Ritual is
often mediocre, and it doesn't have to be; anyone can do ritual well, provided he knows a little about acting.
It isn't hard, actually; it's mostly a matter of knowing how to do it, plus a lot of practice. This article is intended to impart some guidelines on how to do Good Ritual. It doesn't demand a lot of time, or any particular
talent, just a little drive to do well. Read it and play with it. With some practice, you should be able to use
these techniques to good effect in your Lodge. The course is specifically aimed at dealing with the longer
speeches, but much of it is also relevant to shorter pieces; I commend it to junior officers.
This is adapted from a lecture that I worked up for my own lodge; having done that, I figured I should try to
spread these tips around for the common weal of the Craft. (Caveat: I do assume that you have some kind of
cipher book, with encoded ritual. If your jurisdiction doesn't use this, you'll have to adapt these lessons.)
1: Figure out the Words
The first step of learning any ritual is to know what you're saying! This should be obvious, but is often overlooked, because brethren are afraid to admit that they don't already know the right words. Don't be afraid to
admit your own limits -- I've never met *anyone* who gets every single word right every time.
Start out by listening to someone say the speech, preferably several times. (You should be doing this the entire previous year, listening to your predecessor.) Listen carefully, and make sure you understand what's being
said; ask questions if you don't. (After Lodge, of course.) Next, go through your cipher or codebook carefully,
and see how much you can read. Mark words that you can't figure out, or that you're unsure of -- this is the
point to catch any mistakes you may be making. Then call or get together with a Ritualist or a reliable Past
Master, and talk through it, reading out of the book slowly. Have him correct any mistakes, and fill in the
words you don't know. Take notes (preferably somewhere other than in the book), because you will forget the
corrections as soon as you're on your own.
2: Understand the Speech
This step gets overlooked even more often than the previous one. Read through the ritual a couple of times,
and make sure you really grasp it. Don't just know the words -- know what it's talking about. Find out who the
characters being talked about are. Again, ask questions.
Now, start trying to understand the speech structurally. Any ritual is made up of components, separate pieces
that are linked together. For example, a section may be talking about symbols, with three paragraphs per symbol: concrete meaning, abstract meaning, and purpose. Figure out what these pieces are -- you'll use them
later.
The next step is especially useful for long speeches -- visualize the speech. Any speech can be thought of in
terms of movements, places, rooms, stuff like that. Words are hard to remember in order; places are easy. The
canonical example is the Middle Chamber Lecture, which walks through King Solomon's Temple. That's no
accident -- that path is easily visualized, and makes a good example of how to learn ritual, which is probably
why it is the first major speech an officer learns. This is why we use symbols in the first place: because they
are easy to learn and internalize. Use them.
3a: Small-Scale Memorization
This is never anyone's favorite part; anyone can do it, but no-one finds it simple. It's considerably easier if you
do it right, though. Start out by reading the speech over and over. Don't move on to the next step until you can
read it from the cipher quickly, without breaks or hesitation. Read it *out loud*, when you get the chance.
This step is particularly important and skipped more often than any other. Don't skip it -- this is how you get
your brain and mouth trained to the words. It may sound silly, but it really matters -- the mental pathways
(Continued on page 8)
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used to talk are distinct from those used to read.
Now, start trying to learn sentences. Just sentences. Read the first word or two of the sentence, and then try to
fill in the remainder from memory. Don't fret if you can't do it immediately; it will probably take at least 5 or
10 times through before you're getting most of the sentences. You'll find some that are hard -- hammer those
ones over and over (but don't totally neglect the rest while you do so). Again, get to the point where you're doing reasonably well on this, before going on to the next step.
3b: Large-Scale Memorization
Once you've got most of the sentences, try to move on to paragraphs. Again, some will be easy and some
hard. Try to understand exactly why this sentence follows that one -- in most cases, the ritual does make
sense. An individual paragraph is almost always trying to express a single coherent thought, in pieces; figure
out what that thought is, and why all the pieces are necessary. Keep at this until you're able to get most paragraphs by glancing at the first word or two, or by thinking, "Okay, this is the description of truth," or something like that.
Finally, start putting it all together. This is where the structural analysis in Step 2 gets important. You visualized the speech, and figured out how it hooks together; use that visualization to connect the paragraphs. Make
sure you have some clue why each paragraph follows the one before. In almost every case, the next paragraph
is either a) continuing this thought, or b) moving on to a related thought. In both cases, you can make memorization much easier by understanding why it flows like that. Convince yourself that this paragraph obviously
has to follow that one, and you'll never forget the order.
4: Smoothing It Out
You're now at the point where you've got pretty much all the sentences down, and most of the paragraphs, and
you're able to get through the whole thing only looking at the book a few times. Now, start *saying* it.
When you're driving in the car; when you're alone at home; pretty much any time you have some privacy, try
saying it all out loud, at full voice. Trust me, it sounds very different when you actually say it aloud. You'll
find that you stumble more, and in different places. Some words turn out to be more difficult to pronounce
than you expected. Try it a few times. Start out by trying to do this frequently -- once, even twice every day.
It'll be hard at first (and it's a real pain to pull out the cipher book while you're driving), but it'll gradually get
easier. When you're starting to feel comfortable, slow down, but don't stop. Practice it every couple of days,
then every week. Don't slow down below once a week. If you feel up to it, see if you can speed up your recitation. (But do not ever speed-talk the ritual in open Lodge -- that's for memorization and rehearsal only.)
5a: Mindset
Last part. You're now at the point where you pretty much have the ritual memorized. Now, the trick is learning how to perform it well. Very nearly everyone has some amount of stage fright; us acting types often have
it even worse than most. The trick to overcoming it is control of the nerves. Now that you're comfortable reciting the ritual, observe how you do it. By now, you're not thinking about it so much; your mouth is doing
almost all the work, with the conscious mind simply making a few connections between paragraphs. That is
the right state to be in. Think about how that feels, and learn it.
Before you go in to "perform", do some basic acting exercises. Take a few deep breaths; concentrate on not
thinking. I think the ideal is a little light meditation, but it takes a fair bit of practice to be able to drop into
that state on demand; for now, just worry about being calm. Being calm is far more important than anything
else. If you're calm, you're unlikely to screw up too badly; if you're tense, you're far more likely to. Some people like to exercise the body a bit, to relax the mind; you should do what works for you.
5b: Acting
Now the final nuance, which separates merely competent ritual from the really good stuff. Now that you're
able to let your mouth do all the talking, start listening to yourself. Think about the ritual again, but don't
think about the words, think about what it means. What are the important bits? Emphasize those. How could
you use your body or hands to illustrate a point? Try talking *to* the person in front of you, not just *at*
them -- look them in the eye and make them get the point. You are teaching important lessons here; try to cap(Continued on page 9)
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ture a little of the emotional intensity of that importance.
Think of your "performance" as a melding of two parts. Your mouth is providing the words, your mind and
heart the emotion. Again, nothing beats practice. This is what rehearsal should really be for -- taking a dummy
candidate in hand, and learning how to really get the point across. Don't fret if you find that you need to
change "modes" now and then -- here and there you will need to think about the words briefly, when you
change paragraphs or hit a hard sentence. That won't throw you, though, so long as you keep track of what
you're saying; you've already figured out why each part leads into the next, and that will guide you when you
stumble.
Conclusion
Don't expect to get all this down instantly; it takes most people a few years to really get good at it. Just try to
advance yourself bit by bit. Learn the transitions and pieces first -- if you have that, you can get through the
ritual. Next time, work on memorizing more thoroughly. The time after that, work on getting it really smooth.
After a while, you can build up to the point where you have the luxury to act. And at that point, you will find
that you start doing the kind of ritual that Masonry is meant to have -- both moving and interesting, enough so
that the candidate (who is, remember, the whole point) actually *learns* what you're saying, and what it actually means. And if you really do it well, you'll find that you come to understand the meaning of the ritual a
good deal better yourself...
Reprinted with permission;
Editor’s note: The following is a paper that was to be presented at the June meeting of Beacon #190, but was not presented due to
time constraints by the outgoing and incoming Worshipful Masters. I thought it an interesting paper and therefore worth presenting
here. I hope you find it thought provoking.

The Cable:
A Paper by Bro. Garth Cochran
Taken from a Masonic playlet in one act of the same name
By Bro. Garth Cochran and Bro. Barry Maynard
Calgary Lodge, #23 Grand Register of Alberta

The Cable
Considerable discussion has been generated of late on the difference between a cable and a cable tow, and on
whether the burial in the rough sands of the sea (or is it coarse sands) is a cable's length or a cable-tow's
length from shore. I propose to explain why such a burial is a cable's length from shore, and to further explore the analogy of the cable and cable tow in Masonic allegory.
Our Freemasonry started in Britain, and I think it important to bear that in mind when we are researching
questions such as this. What are the traditions there and at that time that would affect the development of the
Craft? Clearly, the naval tradition which made Britain a major power from the time of Elizabeth I would
have been paramount. In fact, the concepts of cable, cable tow and the burial in our first-degree penalty come
directly from that naval tradition.
To explain, first what is a cable or rope? We start with fibres, which are just a jumbled mess of short pieces or
oakum, without direction or form. If we twist these fibres together, we can make them into a yarn. That yarn,
however, is a long way from a rope or cane. In fact, we twist several yarns together to make a strand. A
number of strands, usually three, are "laid-up" to form a rope. Three such ropes laid up together makes a cable.
Why doesn't a rope simply unravel and leave you with a pile of fibres?
(Continued on page 10)
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It's all in the twist! And, with a couple of brothers to assist, I'll demonstrate. (Two Brothers are invited to take
the ends of the rope and twist.) One of you take this end, and you take the other. Now both of you twist it
clockwise while you keep some tension on it.
(Lecturer continues while Brothers twist.)
Rope is made in a similar manner, except that three or more strands are attached at one end to a mechanical
device that winds each of them equally. The other end of all the ropes are attached to a free-wheeling bobbin
so that they may spin around each other as the twist is applied.
Although we aren't doing that here, we'll see the effect if you hold the rope up high and walk towards each
other. (Pull centre down as the volunteers approach each other, and then release it to allow the rope to spin
around itself. Take the rope from the volunteers. Thank the volunteers and have them take their seats.)
Each part of the rope is trying to untwist, but the close contact with its
neighbour counteracts the tendency to unravel and causes the strands to wind around each other. The fibres
stay together, and this is what gives
the cable its strength.
Now, all the cables on board a ship are all the same length. That's because of the length of the ropewalk
where they are made. Some are 100 fathoms, some could be as long as 130 fathoms. In the British Navy, the
standard length of a cable is one hundred fathoms, or six hundred feet. That was chosen because it is onetenth of a nautical mile. Thus, the cable is also used as a measure of distance.
Now we come to the burial. Life in the British Navy from the time of Elizabeth I to this century was governed by the Articles of War. Each
Sunday these Articles were read to the men so that they were constantly reminded of their duty and of the
penalties for shirking it. Included in these articles is the penalty for treason. A man found guilty of treason
would be hanged from the yardarm and, after being left there for a suitable period of time, would be taken
down and buried. To ensure there is no honour to the traitor, the Articles of War specified that burial will be
a cable's length or 600 feet from shore. Burial on the tidal flats is neither an honourable burial at sea nor on
land. This is where the garbage of both land and sea is thrown together to rot. So when burying a traitor, the
navy looked for a large tidal flat and dumped the body a cable's length from shore. In fact, both main anchorages at the time of sail - Spithead and the Nore at the mouth of the Thames and at Portsmouth - had such extensive tidal flats. They were also the only places where enough Captains could be brought together to hold a
Court Martial.
That covers the cable, and the burial. But what about the cable-tow?
I mentioned that a cable was a rope of 600 feet. But when a tug is towing a ship, they are almost always more
than six hundred feet apart. That's because a cable and a cable-tow aren't the same thing. The cable is a rope
of a specific length. When we make up a tow, we might tie or "bend" several cables together.
The number of cables needed to make up a tow depend on several factors.
First, how heavy is the tow? A light object isn't hard to move, but a heavy
one is. A short rope has very little give in it, very little stretch. If you attach it to a light object, it will pull it.
(Hold a short rope up between both hands and give a couple of light tugs.) But if you tie it to something heavy
(give a sharp tug and let go of one end) it will break before it starts to move the tow through the water.
(Continued on page 11)
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(Give one end of a longer rope to a Brother sitting on the side and walk across the Lodge allowing the rope to
loop down towards but not touching the floor. Give a couple of pulls on the rope to demonstrate the ability of
the rope to absorb the force of the pull.) As you can see, a longer rope has more stretch and give in it. So,
too, with the cable-tow. The tug's force is applied more slowly, giving enough time to overcome the inertia of
the disabled ship and get it moving before the cable snaps.
The burden of the ship is not the only factor that determines the length of the tow. The condition of the sea is
also important. If the sea is calm, a shorter cable-tow is enough. Once you get the tow moving, it will follow
smoothly. However, if the sea is rough, then a longer cable is needed.
The tow may be trying to climb the back of one wave while the tug is surging down the front of another. If
the tow is too short, then there isn't enough give in it to allow the tug and the tow to scend apart. The rope
will snap.
So the heavier the burden, and/or the rougher the conditions, the longer
the cable-tow.
The point is that the terms we use in Masonry today have their basis in real terms and in real penalties. That
gives them both a strength and a sense of purpose to anyone who comes to understand their origins.
Brethren, I have now explained the construction of a cable and how it may be used as both a unit of length
and as a cable-tow. But what, you might ask, has this to do with Freemasonry?
The second thing to understand is the depth of meaning available to us in the use of a cable as a metaphor in
Masonry. As the cable is made of many parts put together for a common purpose, so might we look at Freemasonry.
The cable consists of individual fibres, worked together to form strands.
These strands are laid together to make up ropes and the ropes to form a cable. As separate entities, the fibres
have little strength. However, when organized into a cable, as we have shown, their strength is immense.
So it is with Freemasonry. A Masonic Cable is made from individuals who form a Lodge. Lodges organize
into Districts. Districts unite in a Grand Lodge. And as three ropes entwined produce the strong cable, so too
does Virtue, Morality and Brotherly Love give strength to Masonry.
Further, a cable gains its strength from three equal ropes, laid together.
Each rope is as important to the whole as the other. So it is with the three degrees of Freemasonry. One
should not be tempted to forget the lessons of the Entered Apprentice or Fellowcraft just because he has been
rated to the Sublime Degree of Master Mason.
As a strong cable is made of three ropes entwined, the strength of a Lodge comes from the Three Great
Lights, the Three Lesser Lights, the three principal officers and the three pillars denoting Wisdom, Strength
and
Beauty.
A cable's great strength is only apparent when it is put to use. So it is with Freemasonry. The strength of our
craft remains hidden until it is put to use.
We can also think of the cable-tow as the bond connecting the individual
Brother to his Lodge and to Grand Lodge, those venerable institutions that give direction to a Brother in his
(Continued on page 12)
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journey through life.
Consider what we have just learned. The cable-tow, which connects the tug to the barge at sea, is not of a
specific length. In fact, the amount of cable let out by the tug as it attempts to direct the course and speed of
the barge depends on the condition of the sea and the burden of the tow. The heavier the burden and the
rougher the sea, the longer the cable-tow that is necessary. Strange as it may seem, in stormy seas, a tug actually gives more secure guidance and direction with the longer cable-tow.
So, too, with our Masonic cable-tow: that bond that binds a Brother to his Lodge and to the Craft. What about
the Brother who finds himself encountering stormy seas or who finds the burdens of his responsibilities bear
heavily on him? Undue pressure from the Lodge or from his Brothers to attend meetings, participate in degree
work or to "be a good Mason" may cause his cable-tow to snap and sever his bond to the craft.
Finally, once the nautical cable-tow is severed, the state of the seas or the poor condition of the disabled ship
may make recovery of the tow impossible. The ship is therefore lost while the tug stands by - helpless.
So might a brother be lost to the craft.
And Masonry would be thus impoverished.

Editor’s Comments:
What is this News Letter all about? - Why send it out?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You might say it is a way to provide communication between the Lodges in the District.
You might say it is a way to increase interest in Inter-Lodge visitation.
You might say it is a way to share interesting Masonic information I have found in my researches.
You might say it is an instrument for the DDGM to get his message out.
You might say it is a way for Masons and Lodges to tell their stories (submissions are welcome)
My wife says it’s a way to keep me out of mischief.
I say it’s just a fun thing to do.

So go ahead and enjoy it as my gift to you. If you have any ideas or suggestions to improve it let me know - I
will always listen, I may not do anything about it, but I will listen. I would love to publish some of the stories
from around the District or even Alberta. Stories about individuals, Lodge happenings or histories of Lodges.
This newsletter will not be published in paper format, but feel free to print it out and pass on to a brother.
The subscription list for this newsletter came from the CDMEL (Central District Masonic Email List).
If you would rather not receive this Newsletter, let me know and I will remove your name - Your name
will not be removed from the CDMEL unless you specifically request it.
W. Bro. Clark Johnston
Beacon #190
cjohnst@telusplanet.net

Happy Canada Day &
Have a Great Summer

